Dear Comrades,

I have been voting SWAPO Party the Party that always wins elections in Namibia. S W A P O, the struggle continues, tried and tested leadership of the Party that always wins elections in Namibia. S W A P O, for peace, freedom and stability . . . . . . . . . . V I V A S W A P O!!!

Comrade President Hifikepunye Pohamba in the presidential elections. Swapo, united! Swapo victorious! Now, hardwork!

—Posted by Amunjela Kanamutenya, WHK

by Amunjela Kanamutenya, VIH

To those who have voted, they have truly shown the maturity, however I think the mighty Party through its government should re-shuffle the New York staff; it is through its government should re-shuffle the New York staff; it is a problem. If the Police thought he was picking a stone to throw at them. The Police thought he was picking a stone to throw at them. The Police gave him a spot fine of N$150, 00. Despite all these provocation, no charges were laid against them because there were no grounds on which those charges could be laid. Some of those people were released on warnings. Released on warnings after being beaten? Our Constitution does not allow this, not even corporal punishment. It is worse when law enforcement officers carry out their duties without regard to the Constitution, our Supreme Law.

The outcome of the investigation would also clear or confirm allegations against NAMPOL. Needless to say, the Police have not been faultless in handling the situation. They have been one-sided and anger is fast building up there. It has taken the Namibian Police many years to build up a good reputation that it enjoys today. Assembly members dealt with these sensitive cases. The public — those who trust and confidence the police must cultivate to ensure successful policing — is watching and is not impressed. A gulf is now slowly but surely developing between the Police and the public. And that is not good at all. Brutal force does not solve any problem. Understanding does. Force must be used as a last resort. And when it is used, everybody should come to the conclusion that there was no alternative but to use force. False alarms are a sign that the Police is not being properly trained.

The Outapi mayhem has more than just one option.

—Posted by Asser Ntinda

The political project is drawing near. The Police have never been the same since the 2004 SWAPO Party Extra-Ordinary Congress. It was from there that former SWAPO Party leader, Jesaya Nyamu, jotted down some submissions, notes which called for the destruction of the “new Pohamba administration from within.” Creating a bridge of mistrust between the Police and the public is one of the most effective ways to undermine the public’s trust in the Police. The public is watching as the Police carry out their duties.

The challenge facing the SWAPO Party government is not how to deal with those who have defected and followed NAMPOL. Nyamu was not lying when he jotted down those notes. We should not only dismiss his words when he says so in public, the public is watching as they carry out their duties.
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